
THE CASK OF AMONTILLADO THE SETTING

An underground catacomb, somewhere in Italy, during the carnival season. The setting in â€œThe Cask,â€• and in most
Horror or Gothic Fiction, has a special purpose: to suggest freedom or confinement, in harmony or opposition to the
freedom or confinement of the characters.

Poe uses certain elements to convey an emotional impact. Montresor, the story's narrator, leads the reader
through his revenge on Fortunato. According to Womack, Poe introduces us to a familiar carnival atmosphere
of indulgence that one can today associate with Mardi Gras in New Orleans. The story is set primarily in the
Montresor family catacombs, which provides the dark setting, filled with human remains, and. It is set in an
unnamed city in Italy, during the carnival and tells the story of Montresor, who seeks revenge on Fortunato, a
fellow nobleman who insulted him several times. The brief synopsis of this story is about the revenge that the
Montresor, the antagonist The Masque of the Red Death vs. Another literary technique used significantly in
the story is irony. Hawthorne and Poe showcase a theme of darkness but differ in their approach to the setting,
characters, and fate of entrapment The other suggestion that this is a season of "supreme madness" Poe evokes
the atmosphere of uncertaint Without the appropriate setting, what the author is trying to express is lost. He
manipulates the story to be the way he wants it to be by using the point of view of the narrator, the setting, and
a common monotonous sentiment throughout. The same way that East India sherry became a style on its own.
Montresor declares that another noble man named Fortunato that has constantly battered him and insulted him.
Every story Poe wrote always has a deeper meaning than what is presented on the surface. He wants his
opinion on the wine, because he has his doubts about the quality. The festival gives Montresor an excellent
opportunity not only to appear in disguise, but to locate his inebriated companion and lure him into his deadly
lair. He utilizes irony, descriptive detail of setting, and dark character traits to create the search of sinful
deceit. The setting an underground cellar , the time carnival , the metaphors of colour a black silk mask and a
motley-coloured costume and the subtle foreshadowing of the murder I shall not die of a cough makes this an
interesting, classic short story. In the story many things are used as symbols such as the actual cask of
amontillado, the trowel, the jester costume and the setting in which there is two in the story. In the story,
Montresor reminisces to his audience fifty years after the felony , bragging about how he got away with this
crime. This plot, though relatively straightforward, leads the readers into an experience of horror.


